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Honouring an Old Brentonian who has had a
distinguished career and is recognized as a leader
in his or her profession and/or society

Geoffrey P. Alpert
CLASS OF 1965

Originally from Eugene, Oregon, Geoffrey attended Brentwood College School
from 1962-1964 at the new Mill Bay campus, before returning to Eugene to
complete his senior year of high school. He then attended the University of
Oregon where he earned his BA (1969) and MA (1970) then later earned his PhD
from Washington State University (1975).

He is a Chief Research Advisor for the United States Department of Justice, National
Institute of Justice. He has taught at the FBI National Academy, the Federal Law
Enforcement Training Center and The Senior Management Institute for Police and is
currently a Federal Monitor for the New Orleans Police Department and on the
compliance team for the Portland, Oregon Police Bureau.

Geoffrey has spent his career working with components of the criminal justice
system and academia. Much of his academic career has been spent at the
University of Miami and the University of South Carolina. Currently, he is a
Professor of Criminology and Criminal Justice at the University of South Carolina
and holds an appointment at Griffith Criminology Institute at Griffith University
in Brisbane, Australia. His specializations at the University of South Carolina
include police training, police use of deadly force and police emergency driving.

In recent years, Geoffrey has testified to the President’s Task Force on 21st
Century Policing and became a member of the International Association of Chiefs
of Police Research Advisory Committee and Policy Center Advisory Group.
Geoffrey is the author of 15 books and over 150 articles and peer-reviewed
works. For the past thirty years, his research interests have included socialization
processes of prison inmates as well as the linkages between researchers and
practitioners when it comes to police training and police use of force.

